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Abstract. We give some new or improved algorithms for recognizing transductions, relations and 
languages defined by pushdown machines, counter machines, etc. For example, we show that 
transductions defined by k-tape one-way nondeterministic pushdown acceptors with outputs can 
be recognized in CFL( n k, time, where CFL( n) is the multitape TM or unit-cost random access 
machine (RAM) complexity of context-free language recognition. When the pushdown store 
makes only one-turn or the pushdown store is replaced by a counter, we have RAM algorithms 
that run in 0( n2k/log2k’(2k-‘).n) and 0( nk+l/log(k+l)‘k n) time, respectively. Thus, linear context- 
free languages and one-counter languages are recognizable in 0( n2/log2 n) time, which is an 
improvement over previously known algorithms. We also show that relations accepted by k-tape 
two-way nondeterministic finite-state acceptors can be recognized in 0( n k, time on a RAM, which 
improves another known result. Our methods use translation, dynamic programming with ‘precom- 
putation’ and depth-first search. 
1. Introduction 
A k-tape pushdown transducer (k-PDT) M is a (one-way nondeterministic) k-tape 
pushdown acceptor with a one-way write-only output tape. M defines a set of 
transductions T(M) = {(x,, . . . , xk, y) 1 M on input (x,, . . . , x,J outputs y and enters 
an accepting state}. The transducer becomes a k-FT (‘F’ for finite-state) when the 
pushdown store is removed. If the pushdown store is replaced by a counter, then 
the transducer is called a k-CT (‘C’ for counter). 
Call a k-PDT (k-IT, k-CT) M discrete if it outputs exactly one symbol whenever 
one of the k input tape heads moves right. (We assume that at most one of the 
heads advances in an atomic step.) Hence, if (x,, . . . , xk, y) is in T(M), then 
IYI = lx*1 + * - - + I&l. In [ 161 a dynamic programming algorithm to recognize trans- 
ductions defined by discrete k-FT’s, k > 1, that runs in 0( nk/log”(k-l) n) time on a 
unit-cost random access machine (RAM) was given. We shall see later that the 
running time can be improved to O(nk/logk’(k-l) n). This result does not work for 
arbitrary k-FT’s. However, it follows that for arbitrary k-FT’s, 0( n k+l/log(k+l)‘k n) 
time is sufficient and it is an open question whether this time can be reduced. 
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In this paper, we show that transductions defined by k-PDT's can be recognized 
in time CFL(nk),  where CFL(n) is the complexity of context-free language (CFL) 
recognition. It is known that CFL's can be recognized in less than cubic time [15]. 
For the case when the k-PDT makes exactly one turn on its pushdown store, we 
give an O(n2k/log 2k/(2k-1) n) time RAM algorithm. For k-CT's, the time can be 
reduced to O(n k+l/log< k+ 1)/k n). ThUS linear context-free languages and one-counter 
languages can be recognized in O(n2/1og 2n) time, which is better than previously 
known RAM algorithms. 
We also look at the complexity of recognizing relations defined by k-tape acceptors 
(i.e. k-tape transducers without the output tape). For example, we show that any 
relation accepted by a k-tape two-way nondeterministic finite-state acceptor can be 
recognized in O(n k) time on a RAM. This improves a previously known result [14]. 
We conclude this section with some definitions. 
Def in i t ion  1.1. Let k/-- 1. A (one-way nondeterministic) k-tape pushdown transducer 
(k-PDT) is a 10-tuple M = (Q, ~, A, F, 8, h, qo, $, Zo, F), where 
- Q is a finite set (of states), 
-~  is a finite set (of input symbols), 
-A  is a finite set (of output symbols), 
- F is a finite set (of pushdown store symbols), 
-8 is a function from Q', ( (Zw{$})xF to finite subsets of Qx{0,  1}xF*×A* 
(the transition function), 
- h is a function from Q to {1, 2 , . . . ,  k} (the head selector function), 
-qo is in Q (the start state), 
- $ is not in ~ (the right endmarker), 
-Z0 is in F (the initial pushdown store symbol), 
- F_  Q (the set of accepting states). 
8 satisfies the condition that if (p, d, w, y) is in 6(q, a, Z), then y = e if d = 0, and 
d =0 if a =$. 
The interpretation of  8 is as follows: (p, d, w, y) in 8(q, a, Z) means that M in 
state q with symbol a under head h(q) (of tape h(q)) and Z the topmost symbol 
of the pushdown store may (1) enter state p, (2) move head h(q) to the right d cells, 
(3) replace Z by string w, and (4) write (output) string y on the one-way write-only 
output tape. 
We say that (x~,... ,  Xk, y) is in the set of transductions defined by M if M in 
state qo with input (x15, . . . ,  Xk$) and Zo the initial pushdown store content eventually 
enters an accepting state with all the input heads on $ and y on the output tape. 
Note that the restriction on 8 prevents an input head from leaving its tape. Let 
T(M) denote the set of transductions defined by M. 
M is a discrete k-PDT if (p, d, w, y) in 6(q, a, Z) implies lYl = 1 whenever y ~ e. 
A k-PDT without a pushdown store is called a k-FT. When the pushdown store is 
replaced by a counter which can be incremented by -1 ,  0, or 1 on each move, then 
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the transducer becomes a k-CT. When the output ape is removed from a transducer 
M, the device becomes an acceptor of relations, and the relations it accepts will be 
denoted by R(M) .  The acceptors corresponding to k-PDT, k-FT and K-CT are 
called k-PDA, k-FA and k-CA, respectively. When k= 1, the relation R(M)  is 
simply called a language. 
Notation 1.2. x[i] denotes the ith symbol of string x, 1<~ i<~lxl. Positions on an 
input tape are numbered 0, 1, 2, etc. Hence, if the tape contains the string x, x[i] 
is at position i -  1, 1 <~ i <~ Ixl. 
In the rest of this paper, all our algorithms will be on a unit-cost RAM, unless 
otherwise stated. 
2. Discrete k-PDT's 
In this section we show that transductions defined by discrete k-PDT's can be 
recognized in CFL(n k) time, where CFL(n) is the time complexity of context-free 
language (CFL) recognition. Our proof consists of translating the recognition 
problem for arbitrary k to the case k = 1. 
Given a discrete k-PDT M over input and output alphabets ,Y and A, respectively, 
let M' be a discrete k-PDT over input and output alphabets 2w{#} and 
A u{#},  respectively, where # is a new symbol, such that T (M ' )= 
{( ~J~ i lX l ,  . . . , ~(~ ikXk, 7~ il+" ' '+ iky) ]  i l ,  . . . , ik ~ 1, (xl, . . . , Xk, y) in T(M)}. Clearly, M'  
can easily be constructed from M. Now consider any tuple (x~,. . . ,  Xk, y), where 
lY[ = Ixll +"  • • + Ixkl. Let x, be the longest of the Ix, l 's. Let ri = Ix, I-Ix, I + 1 and 
s=r~+. .  "+rk. Then (#r, x l , . . . ,  #rkXk, #~y) is in T(M')  if and only if 
(x l , . . . ,  Xk, y) is in T(M).  Hence, it is sufficient to construct an algorithm to recognize 
transductions of the form (xh . . . ,  Xk, y) where Ixd = . . . .  Ixkl I> 1 and lyl = klx t. 
The case k = 1 is easy. 
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a discrete 1 -PDT. Then T( M) can be recognized in time CFL(n). 
Proof. Given M, construct a one-way pushdown acceptor (i.e., 1-PDA) M'  accepting 
the language L={a lb l . . .  anb, l a, in ,Y, bi in A, (a l , . . . ,  an, b l , . . . ,  bn) in T(M)}. 
The result now follows since L is a CFL. [] 
We now show that the general case can be reduced to the case k = 1. We use 
ideas similar to those in [8, 9, 11, 14]. The construction is complicated by the fact 
that the machine has outputs. Let the input to a discrete k-PDT M be W= 
(WI , . . .  , Wk) , Wi=Xi$ ,  X i in ,Y+, l<~i<~k, and Ixll = . . . .  I xk l - -  n. Let M's  output 
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be y. Hence, lYl = kn. Let ,~i k = {(a l , . . . ,  ak)lai E .Z u {$}, 1 <~ i <~ k}, and let ( # , j )  
and (*,j), 1 <~j~< k, be new symbols. Corresponding to W, we define a string f (W)  
over zku{(#, j ) ,  (*,j)ll<~j<~k}. Intuitively, we construct a discrete 1-PDT M'  
that simulates on input f (W)  the computation of M on input W. Fig. 1 illustrates 
W and f (W)  for the case k = 2. For output y of M, we define g(y) to be yr, where 
r = (If( W)[ -  1)/lyl. 
W=I  2 3 4 $ f (W) - -  (1, a) (2, a) (3, a) (4, a) ($,a) (*,2) (*,2) (*,2) (*,2) 
a b c d $ g(y) = A B C D E F G H A 
y=ABCDEFGH (1, b) (2, b) (3, b) (4, b) ($, b) (*,2) (*,2) (*,2) (*,2) 
B C D E F G H A B 
(1, c) (2, c) (3, c) (4, c) ($, c) (*, 2) (*, 2) (*, 2) (*, 2) 
C D E F G H A B C 
(1, d) (2, d) (3, a) (4,d) ($,d) (.,2) (.,2) (.,2) (.,2) 
D E F G H A B C D 
(~,$) (2,$) (3,$) (4,$) (S,S) 
E F G H 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) W and y. (b) f (W) and g(y) (($, $) is treated as a right endmarker by M'). 
An informal description of how M' simulates M is as follows. Initially, with the 
heads of M scanning the first symbols of its tapes, the head of M'  scans the first 
symbol "(1, a)" of its own tape. Suppose M outputs "A" and moves head 1 to the 
right. Then, M'  simulates the move by also outputting "A'" and moving its head to 
the right. Now, suppose that M outputs "B"  and moves head 2, so that its heads 
now scan "2" and "b".  Correspondingly, M'  outputs "B"  and brings its head under 
symbol "(2, b)", which is some distance away from its current position. In order to 
accomplish this, M '  uses the symbols "(*, 2)" to count the distance it has to travel. 
More precisely, while moving its head to the right and outputting any symbol c ~ A, 
M'  does the following. Starting at the cell to the right of its current position, M'  
pushes "#"  until it scans the first "(*, 2)" symbol. Then, for each "(*, 2)" it scans, 
M'  pops until the top of the pushdown store is not "# ". From this time on, M'  
pushes "*" for each additional "(*, 2)" symbol it encounters. Then M' pops until 
the top of the pushdown store is not "*". After performing the above steps, the 
head of M'  shall scan the desired symbol "(2, b)". In other words, if head 1 of M 
moves, M '  simply moves its head to the right. If head 2 of M moves, M'  moves its 
head past the block of "(*, 2)" symbols, while using this block to measure the 
distance it has to travel. It is easy to check that M'  correctly simulates the head 
motions of M. Hence, if on input (12345, abcdS) M accepts and outputs 
ABCDEFGH, then on input f((12345, abcd$)) M' accepts and outputs 
g(ABCDEFGH), and conversely. 
We now formally define string f (W)  as the value returned by the followin~ 
function. (- denotes concatenation.) 
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function f (  W); 
begin 
str~-e; c~kn+l;  d~(k-1)n;  / /e denotes the null string// 
for ik~l to n+l  do 
for ik_l~--I to n+l  do 
for /2.-1 to n+l  do 
for i~ l  to n+l  do 
str<--str- (w l [ i l ] , . . . ,  Wk[ik]); 
p~O;  
if il <~ n then str <-- str • pad( l ,  p) ;  
endfor; 
p~cp+d;  




if /k ~< n then str~-str ,  pad(k ,p) ;  
endfor; 
f ~- str; 
end. 
where, pad(j ,  p) = ( # ,j)<k--2)p/<k-1)(,,j)p/<k--1), 1 <~j <<- k. 
Lemma 2.2. Let k > 1 and M be a discrete k-PDT. Then we can effectively construct 
a discrete 1-PDT M' such that (Xl , . . . ,Xk, y) is in T (M)  if and only if 
( f (x l$ , . . . ,Xk$) ,g(y) )  is in T(M'). 
Proof. We construct M '  so that it simulates on input f (x1$ , . . . ,  Xk$) the computation 
of M on input (XI$, . . . ,Xk$)=(W~,. . . ,Wk).  I f  M is scanning symbols 
w~[i~],. . . ,  Wk[ik] on its k tapes, then M'  will be scanning symbol 
(w~[i~], . . . ,  Wk[ik]) on its tape. It is clear that M '  has all the information on this 
cell that M has under its k heads. It is sufficient, therefore, to indicate how M'  can 
simulate a head move of M. (Note that at most one head moves at a time.) Suppose 
that M is scanning symbols w~[i l ] , . . . ,  wj[/ j] , . .  ~, Wk[ik] and moves head j. Then 
M'  does the following: 
(1) I f j  = 1 then M'  moves its head one cell to the fight. 
(2) I f  j > 1 then M'  performs the following actions: 
(a) Starting at the cell to the fight of  its current position, M '  moves its head 
to the fight and pushes "# ", until it encounters the first "( # , j ) '"  or " ( * , j ) "  symbol. 
(b) I f  the symbol scanned is "( # , j ) "  then without manipulating the pushdown 
store M '  moves its head to the fight until it encounters the first " ( * , j ) "  symbol. 
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(c) While the top of the pushdown store is "#" ,  M'  pops and moves it head 
to the right. 
(d) While reading " (* , j ) "  symbols; M'  pushes "*" and moves its head to the 
right. 
(e) While the top of the stack is "*", M'  pops and moves its head to the right. 
During each of the atomic steps described in (a)-(e), M'  outputs any s.ymbol c ~ A. 
After the application of the above steps, M'  will be scanning the symbol 
(w~[i l ] , . . . ,  w j [ i j+ l ] , . . . ,  Wk[ik]), which corresponds to the symbols scanned by 
the heads of M after the move. It is clear that if M accepts (x~$,. . . ,  Xk$) while 
producing y as output, then M'  has an accepting computation on input 
f (x~$, . . . ,  xk$) with output g(y). We leave the details of the construction of M' to 
the reader. [] 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be a discrete k-PDT. Then T (M)  can be recognized in time 
CFL(nk). 
Corollary 2.4. Let M be a k-PDA. Then R(M)  can be recognzied in CFL(n k) time. 
We do not know of an efficient algorithm to recognize transductions defined by 
nondiscrete k-PDT's, although clearly CFL(n k÷l) time is sufficient. (Just treat the 
output tape as an input tape and output "#"  on each move with d ~ 0. This new 
machine is a discrete (k+ 1)-PDT.) 
Open problem 2.5. Find an efficient algorithm to recognize transductions defined by 
nondiscrete 1-PDT's. In particular, can they be recognized in CFL(n) time? 
3. Discrete k-CT's and one-turn k-PDT's 
Here we consider discrete k-CT's and one-turn k-PDT's. First we describe an 
O(n k+l) dynamic programming algorithm to recognize transductions defined by 
discrete k-CT's and show how the algorithm can be improved to run in 
O (n k+ ~/1og(k+l)/k n) by precomputation. The precomputation technique has been 
used before (see, e.g. [3, 5, 7, 16]). Our constructions were motivated by the work 
in [16]. 
We assume that on each atomic move of a k-CT, exactly one head moves to the 
right and that acceptance is when all the heads are on "$" and the counter is 0. 
Definition 3.1. Let M be a k-CT. A configuration of M on input (x15, . . . ,  Xk$) is 
a (k+2)-tuple (q, i l , . . . , i k ,  j ) ,  where q~Q, 0<~is<~lxs[ for l<~s<~k, and j>~0. 
(q, ib . . . ,  ik, j )  denotes the instance when M is in state q, its sth head is scanning 
the isth cell of tape s, 1 ~< s ~< k, and the counter value isj. We say that (q, i l , . . . ,  ik, j) 
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(q', i~ , . . . ,  i 'k,j') if and only if M in configuration (q, i l , . . . ,  ik, j )  can reach configur- 
ation (q', i~ , . . . ,  i'k,j') in one atomic move. Let * denote the reflexive and transitive 
closure of ~ .  
Let (q, i l , . . . , i k ,  j )  be a configuration of M, and let I= i~+. .  "+ik and N= 
Ix, l+'" .+lxkl. It is easy to verify that if (q, i~ , . . . ,  ik, j )  leads to an accepting 
configuration ( f  Ix, I , . . . ,  Ixkl, 0) , f~  F, then j<~ I if0<~ I<~ [N/2J ,  and j~ < N- I  if 
[N/2J < I <~ N. Construct a (k+ 1)-dimensional table T with coordinates 
{(i l , . .  •, ik, j ) [O <~ is Ix l for 1 <~s<<- k,j<~ 1 if0<~ I ~< [N/2]  
andj<~ N- I i f  [N/2] < I~ < N}. 
Each entry T( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j )  will contain a finite set of transducer states; in particular 
we demand that q~ T( ia , . . . ,  ik, j )  if and only if (qo, 0 , . . . ,0 ,0 )~ (q, i~ , . . . ,  ik, j )  
and the output produced is y [1 ] . . . y [ i~+. .  "+ik]. Clearly, (Xb . . . ,Xk ,  y)  is in 
T(M)  if and only if T(Ix l, . . . .  , Ix l, 0) contains an accepting state. 
Definition 3.2. For any given ( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j ) ,  let 
P( i l ,  . . . , ik, j )  = {(i~, . . . , i'k,j')[ i's = is -d~,  ds c {O, 1}, 
for 1 <~ s<~ k, zk=~ ds = 1, and [ j ' - J l  <~ 1}. We say that T( i~ , . . . ,  i'k,j') is a predecessor 
of T( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j )  if and only if ( i t , . . . ,  i 'k, j ')~ P ( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j ) .  For any given k, 
IP ( ib . . . ,  ik, j) l  <~ 3k; hence each T ( i l , . . . ,  ik, j )  has at most O(k) predecessors. 
Clearly, the value of an entry can be determined once we know the values of its 
predecessors. In particular, 
T (0 , . . . ,  0, 0) = {qo}, 
T( i l , . . . ,  ik, j )={p lqa  T ( i~ , . . . ,  i'k,j'), ( i~ , . . . ,  i'k,j') 
P ( i l , . . . ,  ik, j ) ,  (q, i 'b . .  . ,  i ' k , j ' )~(p ,  i l , .  . . ,  ik, j )  
and the output produced is y[ i~ +.  • • + ik]}. 
We can fill table T using the following algorithm. 
N ~ [x~l +- . "  + Ix~l, 
for i 1<- 0 to  [XI[ do 
for i2~ 0 to Ix l do 
for ik-1 (" 0 to IXk-I] do 
for ik (--0 to IXkl do 
I ( - ' i1+"  • '+ik; 
if i~  [N/2J  then 
ub - iN/2] 
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else 
ub~ N- I  
endif; 
for j ~ 0 to ub do 






It is easy to verify that whenever the algorithm computes the value of an entry, 
the values of all its predecessors are already available. We thus have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Transductions defined by discrete k-CT's can be recognized in O(n k+~) 
time. 
Proof. Implement the above algorithm. Since an entry has at most 3k predecessors, 
the time needed to compute each entry is O(k). Let n = maxl~i~k Ix, I. Then, table 
T has at most O(n k+~) entries. The algorithm computes the value of each entry 
exactly once. Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(nk+l). [] 
We now show how we can reduce the above time to O(nk÷l/log (k÷~)/k n). We first 
illustrate the case K = 1. 
Let T be the two-dimensional table shown in Fig. 2(a). To this table, we can 
associate a directed graph G (Fig. 2(b)), where node (i,j) represents entry T(i,j). 
There is a directed edge from (i',j') to (i,j) if and only if (i',j') is in P(i, j)= 
{( i -  1 , j -  1), ( i -  1,j), ( i -  1 , j+  1)}. To each such edge, we associate a label (a, c), 
where a E 2.and c ~ A. (a, c) denotes the input (output) symbol that is read (written) 
when the head moves from position i' to position i on the tape. Note that edges 
from (i,j) to ( i+ l , j+{-1 ,0 ,  1}) have the same label (a,c), since a and c are 
completely determined by head position i. 
From G, construct a new graph G' (Fig. 2(c)) by introducing a node at each poin! 
where two edges of G intersect, and by deleting the horizontal edges of G. Label 
each such node by ((i,j), (k, l)), where (i,j) and (k, l) are its predecessors. Label 
the two edges produced when an old edge is cut into two (because of the introductior 
of a new node) by the label of the old edge (see Fig. 2(d)). Note that the informatior 
originally carried by the horizontal edges is now routed through the newly introducec 
nodes. Hence, the problem can also be solved using G' by slightly modifying th~ 
algorithm described above. Since the number of newly introduced nodes is O(n 2) 
the time complexity of the new algorithm is still O(n2). 
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0 ~-- O "--------=IPO ~ Co,o) (i,o) (z,o) (3,o) (4,o) (5,0) (6,o) 
\ ,~ ,  I \  IX  
(a) (b) 
c%o) ~.01 %o) ¢ ,1 %°) c~60) %0/ o o 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 2. (a) T.I (b) G. (c) G'. (d) Labeling the edges of G'. 
We use a partitioning and precomputing technique similar to that in [ 16]. Suppose 
we divide G' into triangular and square blocks of size d (i.e. d nodes on each side 
or face), such that the nodes lying on the face of a block overlap with those on the 
faces of its neighboring blocks (see Fig. 3(a)). For simplicity, assume that the blocks 
cover G' exactly (otherwise, we can prefix to the input string a sufficient number 
of dummy symbols o that this is attained). A clearer picture of the blocking scheme 
is shown in the Fig. 3(b). Now consider any triangular or square block and label 
its faces as an input or output face, according to the labeling rule of Fig. 4. 
. . . .  
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) Blocking the nodes of G'. (b) A clearer picture. 
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I ,-~ w =', 
I 
! ! I 
i , ~sl ,  
,' t 3 ,~  output s i I 
 2 2tt ,t  , , input output 
faces ~.~ / '~-~ faces 
s 2 ~  3 
Fig. 4. Labeling the faces of a block. 
For each face, we can associate a string of length d representing the values (i.e. 
subsets of states) of its d entries. For a triangular block, let these strings be ti, 
1 <~ i ~ 3, and for a square block, let these be si, i ~< i <~ 4 (see Fig. 4). In addition, 
let w ~ (2 × zl)÷ be a string of length [d/2]  representing the (input symbol, output 
symbol) pairs that are processed within the block (i.e. the labels on the edges of 
G'; see Fig. 2). We shall refer to tin = (tl, w) and tout = (t2, t3) as the input and output 
arguments, respectively, of a triangular block. Similarly, sin = (s,, s2, w) and Sont = 
(s3, s4) are the input and output arguments, respectively, of a square block. Clearly, 
once the input arguments of a block are known, the output arguments can be 
determined by direct simulation of the block. Now, suppose that the values of the 
entries along the "boundary"' (see Fig. 3(b)) have been computed. Then, we can 
fill the blocks in the order shown in the figure (i.e. along successive diagonals), 
since the input arguments of a block to be filled are the output arguments of 
previously filled blocks. 
We can save time in the computation if for each block, we precompute the values 
of the output arguments for all possible values of its input arguments. That is, we 
precompute a mapping that maps input arguments of a block to its output arguments. 
A convenient way of storing this information is to encode the string arguments as 
integers, and to build two trees (one for each type of block) with labeled edges, 
such that the labels on a path from the root to a leaf read as input arguments and 
pointers from the leaves refer to the corresponding output arguments. For a triangular 
and square block, the number of input arguments are two and three, respectively. 
Hence, a tree lo0k-up takes constant ime. 
Let s--lQI, and 8=IAI. The total number of distinct tin'S and sin's is 
2 sd × (0"3) ~d/21 + 22sd X (o'8) rd/21, which is O( c a ) for some constant c. Since each block 
has O(d 2) entries, the time for the precomputation is O(c  d x d2). 
The blocking scheme divides T into O(n2/d 2) blocks. A tree look-up takes constant 
time. Hence, including precomputation, the total time needed by the recognition 
algorithm is O(c  d x d2+ n2/d2).  Take d = log n/log c. This yields a time complexity 
of  O(n2/ log 2 n). 
The same technique can be used for k> 1. For a given k, table T will be 
(k + 1)-dimensional. Divide T into (k + 1)-dimensional blocks of size d. The number 
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of entries in each block is then O(dk+l), and on each face the number of entries is 
o(dk). Each block has O(k ) faces .  Thus, the total number of possible input 
arguments i O(c dk) for some c, and the time needed for precomputation is O(c dk x 
dk+l). T is divided into at most O(nk+l/d k+l) blocks and a tree look-up takes 
constant ime. Hence, including precomputation, the time needed by the algorithm 
is O(c ak ×dk+lq-nk+l/dk+l). Take d = ((log n)/ log C) l/k. This yields a time com- 
plexity of O(nk+l/log (k+l)/k n). ThUS, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Transductions defined by discrete k-CT's can be recognized in 
O(nk+l/log (k+l)/k n) time. 
In [6], an algorithm was given to recognize one-counter languages (i.e. 1-CA 
languages) which runs in O(n 2) time on a multitape TM or on a RAM. The next 
corollary improves this result for the case of a RAM. 
Corollary 3.5. Let M be a k-CA. Then R ( M ) can be recognized in O( n k + l/ log(k + l)/ k n ) 
time. Hence, one-counter languages (i.e. I -CA languages) can be recognized in 
O(n2/log 2 n) time. 
Next, we look at discrete k-PDT's which make exactly one pushdown reversal 
(turn). For this case, we have a faster algorithm than that given in Theorem 2.3. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that a one-turn k-PDT pushes or pops exactly 
one symbol on each move, and accepts when it is simultaneously in an accepting 
state and when the pushdown store contains Zo. As before, we first describe an 
O(n 2k) dynamic programming algorithm to recognize transductions defined by 
discrete one-turn k-PDT's. 
Definition 3.6. Let M be a discrete one-turn k-PDT. We may assume without loss 
of generality that M has a single accepting state f. Let (X l$, . . . ,  Xk$) be the input 
to M, and let y, [y[ -- Ix1[ + .... + [Xk[, be its output. A surface configuration (or simply 
a configuration) of M is a (k+2)-tuple (q, i l , . . . ,  ik, Z), where q~Q,  ZeF ,  and 
0<~ ij <~ [xj[ for 1 ~j<<- k, ( q, i~,. . . ,  ik, Z) denotes the instance when M is in state q, 
with head j  at position/j on thejth input tape, and with Z at the top of the pushdown 
store. 
We say that: 
(a) (q, i~,. . . , ik,  Z)  ' (P,  j l , . . . , j k ,  Y) 
push(Y) 
if and only if M in configuration (q, i l , . . . ,  ik, Z)  can go (in one step) to configuration 
(P, j~,. . .  ,jk, Y) by a pushing move that pushes Y onto the pushdown store. 
(b) (q , i , , . . . , i k ,  Z)  ~(P,J~,... , jk, Y)  
pop(Z) 
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if and only if M in configuration (q, lb . . . ,  ik, Z)  can go (in one step) to configuration 
(P, j l , . . . , J k ,  Y)  by a popping move that pops Z off the pushdown store. 
Design a 2k-dimensional table T with coordinates {(i~,.. . ,  ik, jb . . .  ,Jk)I0 <<- is <~ 
js ~< IXs[, 1 <~ S <~ k}. Each entry T( ix , . . . ,  ik, j~, . . .  ,jk) will contain a set of tuples of 
the form (p, Z, q), p, q c Q and Z ~ F. In particular, we shall demand that (p, Z, q) 
T( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j~ , . . .  ,jk) if and only if for some (possibly empty) sequence of push- 
down store symbols Z1, . . . ,  Z,,, 
(c) (qo, 0 , . . . ,  0, Z0) ~. . .  ~ ~(p, ib . . . , i k ,  Z )  
push(Zi) push(Zm) pusl'~(Z) 
and the output produced is y[1] .. .  y[i~ +. • • + ik]; and 
(d) (q, j l , . . . , j k ,  Z)  ~ 7 . . .  , (f, l x l l , . . . , l xd ,  Zo) 
pop(Z) pop(Zm) pop(Z1) 
and the output produced is y[ja+. • .+jk+ 1] . . .  y[Ix l+- • Clearly, 
(xx , . . . ,  Xk, y) is in T(M)  if and only if for some i l , . . . ,  ik, T ( i l , . . . ,  ik, i~, . . . ,  ik) 
contains a tuple of the form (q, Z, q). 
Definition 3.7. For each coordinate ( i l , . . . , i k ,  j~ , . . . , j k )  of table T, let 
P( ih . . . ,  ik, j l , . . . , j k )  be the set of coordinates {( i [ , . . . ,  i 'k,j~,..., j 'k)]i 'r=ir - 
d~,js=j~+ds, d~,d~e{O, 1} ,and~ k dr, k "' r=~ E~=I d~ ~< 1}-{(i~, . . . .  , ik, j l, • ,jk)}- We say 
that T(i~,. . . , i'k,j~,.. . ,j'k) is a predecessor of T( ib .  . ., ik, j l , . . .  ,jk) if and only if 
( i~, . . . , i ' k , j~ , . . . , j ' k )  eP(i~, .... ,ik, j a , . . . , j k ) .  Note that for any given k, 
]P( i~, . . . ,  ik, j l , . . . , jk ) ]<~k2+ 2k. Hence, T( i l , . . . ,  ik, j~ , . . . , j k )  has at most O(k 2) 
predecessors. 
Let T ( i~ , . . . , "  " ., Zk, J1,.. j~:) be a predecessor of T( i l , . . . ,  ik, j l , . . . , j k ) ,  and 
(p ' ,Z ' ,  q ' )e  T ( i~ , . . . ,  i 'k, j~,...  ,j'k). Then, (p, Z, q )e  T ( i l , . . . ,  ik, j~, . . .  , jk) if and 
only if 
(e) (p' ,  i~ , . . . ,  i~, Z')  -- ' (P, ib . . . ,  ik, Z) 
push(Z) 
and the output produced is y[i~ +. • • + ik], and (1) 
(f) (q , j~, . . . , jk ,  Z)  ~ (q ' , j~ , . . . , j ' k ,Z ' )  
pop(Z) 
and the output produced is y[j~ +. • • +Jk + 1]. 
Using (1), we can compute the value of T( i~,. . . ,  ik, jb . . .  ,jk) from the values 
of its predecessors. However, new tuples may still result if M pushes a sequence 
of symbols without moving its heads, and at a later time pops the same sequence 
o f  symbols also without moving its heads. In other words, if (p ,Z ,q )e  
T( i , , . . . ,  ik, j , , . . . , j k ) ,  
(g) (p, i~,. . . , jk,  Z)  , (p', i , , . . ,  ik, Z'), 
push(Z') 
(h) (q ' , jb . . . , j k ,  Z')  ~ (q, jb . . . ,~ ,Z) ,  
pop(Z') 
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then (p ' ,Z ' ,q ' )~T( ib . . . , i k ,  jb . . . , j k ) .  Let T( ib . . . , i k ,  jb . . . , j k )  be the set 
obtained by applying (1). Then we can take care of the situation described above 
by performing the following steps: 
repeat 
T,( ib  . . . ,  ik, j l , .  .. , jk) ~ T(i l ,  .. ., ik, j l , .  .. , jk);  
T( i , ,  . . . ,  ik, j l , . . .  , j k )~ T l ( ib  . . . ,  ik, J1 , .  . . , j k )  
u {(p', z ' ,  q')l (p, z, q)e 7"1(i,,..., ik, j , , . . .  ,A), 
(2) 
(p, i b . . . ,  ik, Z ) -  ' (p', ib . . . ,  ik, Z ' )  
push(Z') 
and (q ' , j~ , . . . ,A ,Z ' )  ~ (q, jb . . . , j k ,  Z)}; 
pop(Z') 
until 
T( i , , . . . ,  ik, j l , . . .  ,.jk)= T,( i~,. . . ,  ik, j~, . . .  , jk). 
By applying (1) and (2) above, we can determine all possible tuples in entry 
T( i~ , . . . ,  ik, j l , . . .  , jk). Since the number of predecessors of an entry is at most 
k2+2k and the number of tuples of the form (p, Z, q) is s2t (where s = IQI and 
t = I£1), (1) and (2) together takes at most (k2+2k) x s2t+s2t  = constant ime to 
compute. 
Table T can be filled using the following algorithm: 
T~O;  
T (0 , . . . ,  0, Ixll, • • •, Ix l) ,- { ( qo, z0, f )  }; 
for i 1 <'- 0 to IXll do 
for j l  ~ Ix1[ downto il do 
for ik ~ 0 to Ixkl do 
forjk ~ [Xk[ downto ik do 





We leave it to the reader to verify that when the value of an entry is to be 
computed, the values of all its predecessors have already been determined. The 
algorithm computes each entry exactly once. The total number of entries is O(n2k), 
where n = max~i~k [xi[. The time needed to compute ach entry is constant. Hence, 
the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2k). We thus have the following: 
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Lemma 3.8. Transductions defined by one-turn discrete k-PDT's can be recognized in 
O(n2k). 
By precomputation and blocking (as in the case of k-CT's), we can reduce the 
above time complexity to O(nZk/log zk/(2k-1) n). We only illustrate the case k = 1, 
which generalizes for arbitrary k 
Consider the 2-dimensional table T shown in Fig. 5(a). Divide T into triangular 
and square blocks of size d such that neighboring blocks have common faces (see 
Fig. 5(b)). Without loss of generality, assume that the blocks cover T exactly. Now 
consider any triangular or square block and label its faces as an input or output 
face, according to the labeling rule of Fig. 6. 
~ ary  (0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (0,3) (0,4)(0,5) (0,6) I (1,1) (1,2) (1,3)(1,4)(1,5)(1,6) ~ [ \ I 
(2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (2, 6) "N 'N]  
(3,3) (3,4)(3,5)(3,6) ~ _  ~ [ 
B 
(4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6) 
(5, 5) (5, 6) NN 
(6, 6) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. (a) T; (b) Blocking scheme for T. 
~. .  input  / input  
faces  P__ faces  
face f 
output /4  
faces ~" 
Fig. 6. Labeling the faces of a block. 
For both types of blocks, the input arguments will be the values of the entries on 
its input faces plus segments of the input and output strings, and the output arguments 
will be the contents of its output faces. Clearly, once the input arguments of a block 
are known the corresponding output arguments can be determined. Hence, if the 
values of the entries on the "'boundary" (see Fig. 5(b)) are specified, we can fill the 
table by computing the blocks in the order shown (i.e., fight-to-left and top-to- 
bottom). 
We can use the precomputation method similar to the one described for 1-CT's. 
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For all possible values of the input arguments, we precompute the corresponding 
output arguments and build a tree to store the mapping. (As before, we encode the 
arguments as integers o that a tree look-up takes constant time.) Let s --[Q[, t = IF[, 
or= 121 and 8---[A[. Then given d, the number of possible input arguments (for 
either type of block) is at most 22s2ta x (trS)2(a-1)= O(c d) for some constant c. Since 
the number of entries in each block is O(d2), the time needed to compute a block 
is O(d2). Thus, the precomputation takes O(c d x d 2) time. 
There are O(n2/d 2) blocks in the table and a tree look-up takes constant ime. 
Hence, the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(c d x d2+ n2/d2). Choose 
d = log n/ log c. This yields a time complexity of O(n2/log 2n). 
For k> 1, we choose 2k-dimensional b ocks of size O(log ~/(2k-1) n). By a similar 
analysis, we can show that the time complexity would be O(n2k/log 2k/(2k-1) n). 
Theorem 3.9. Transductions defined by one-turn discrete k-PDT'S can be recognized 
in O(n2k/ log 2k/(2k-1) n) time. 
Corollary 3.10. Let M be a one-turn k-PDA. Then R(M)  can be recognized in 
O(n2k/log 2k/(Ek-1) n) time. Hence, linear context-free languages (i.e. one-turn 1-PDA 
languages) can be recognized in O(n2/log 2n) time. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, transductions defined by k-FT's can be 
recognized in O(nk/log ~/(k-~) n) time on a RAM [16]. This result was obtained 
using the same partitioning and precomputing technique described in the proofs of 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.9, but uses a tree (to store the precomputed output arguments 
for all possible input arguemtns) in which a look-up take time proportional to d k-l, 
where d is the block size. By suitably encoding the input and output arguments as 
integers (as was done in the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.9, a look-up will only 
take constant ime. Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm can be reduced to 
O(nk/ log  k/(k-1) n). 
4. Multitape and multihead acceptors 
In this section we briefly consider two-way multitape and multihead acceptors. 
If we allow the input heads of a k-PDA, k-FA and k-CA to move two-way, we get 
a k-2PDA, k-2FA and k-2CA, respectively. For the two-way case, we now assume 
the existence of a left endmarker "¢" for the tapes. The relation defined by a two-way 
k-tape acceptor M is the set R(M)={(x~, . . . ,Xk) lM when given input 
(¢x~$,. . . ,  CXk$) enters an accepting state with all the input heads scanning $}. A 
nondeterministic wo-way k-head PDA (written 2PDA(k)) is a two-way nondeter- 
ministic PDA with k independent heads on a single input tape. Similarly, we can 
define 2FA(k) and 2CA(k). 
Using depth-first search, we can prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let M be a k-2FA. Then R(M)  can be recognized in O(n k) time. 
Proof. We construct a directed graph G whose nodes are (k + 1)-tuples of the form 
(q, i l , . . . ,  ik) where q~ Q and 0 ij< lxjl+l for l~<j~< k. There is a directed edge 
from (q, i~,. . . ,  ik) to (P, jb . . .  ,jk) if and only if 8(q, a) contains (p, d) where a is 
the symbol under head h(q) (that is, ih~q)th symbol on tape h(q)) and js = is for 
s¢h(q) ,  jh~q)=ih~q~+d. I f  (X~,.. . ,Xk) is in R(M) ,  then M has an accepting 
computation from the initial configuration (qo, 0 , . . . ,  0) to a final configuration 
(f, Ixll+ 1,. . . ,  Ix l+ 1), f~/~,  in which no configuration appears more than once. 
Hence, M accepts (¢x~$,. . . ,  CXk$) if and only if there is a directed path from node 
(qo, 0 , . . . ,0 )  to a node (f, IX l l+ l , . . . ,  Ix~l+l). Using depth first search, we can 
traverse the graph to determine if such a path exists. Let n = max~k Ixjl. There 
are O(n k) nodes and O(n k) edges in G. Therefore G can be traversed in O(n k) 
time [2]. The result then follows. [] 
In [14] it was shown that languages accepted by 2FA(k)'s can be recognized in 
time O(n 3rk/21) on a RAM. The next corollary improves this result. 
Corollary 4.2. Let M be a 2FA(k). Then L (M)  (the language accepted by M)  can 
be recognized in O(nk)time. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.1 and the observation that M when considered 
as a k-2FA M'  is related as follows: 
L(M)={x l (x , . . . , x ) inR(M' )} .  [] 
It is known that languages accepted by 2PDA(k)'s can be recognized in 
O(n 3k) time on a RAM and in O(n 4k) time on a multitape TM [1]. Given a 
k-2PDA M, we can easily construct a 2PDA(k) M'  accepting the language L = 
{xl # ' ' '  # XkI(Xl , . . . ,  Xk) in R(M)). Hence we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. Let M be a k-2PDA. Then R(M)  can be recognized in O(n 3k) time 
on a RAM and in O(n 4k) time on a multitape TM. 
Similarly, since languages accepted by deterministic 2PDA(k)'s (i.e. 2DPDA(k)'s) 
can be recognized in 0(i'1 k) time on a RAM [4] and in O(n 2k log n) time on a 
multitape TM [1], we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Let M be a k-2DPDA. Then R(M)  can be recognized in O(n k) time 
on a RAM and in O(n 2k log n) time on a multitape TM. 
In [14] it was shown that 2FA(2k) can be simulated by a one-turn 2PDA(k). The 
converse is also easily shown (see, e.g. [10]). Hence, from Corollary 4.2 we have 
the following result, which was first shown in [12]. 
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Corollary 4.5. Languages accepted by one-turn 2PDA(k) can be recognzied in O(n 2k) 
time. 
As in Corollary 4.3 we also get the following result. 
Corollary 4.6. Relations defined by one-turn k-2PDA's can be recognized in O(n 2k) 
time. 
Since 2FA(2k)'s and one-turn 2PDA(k) 's are equivalent, and multihead two- 
way nondeterministic finite-state acceptors accept exactly the languages in 
NSPACE(log n), it follows that the same holds for one-turn multihead two-way 
nondeterministic pushdown acceptors. (NSPACE(S(n))  is the class of languages 
accepted by S(n)-space bounded nondeterministic TM's.) 
Next we show that every k-2DPDA or 2DPDA(k) can be made halting. The 
technique is similar to the one used in [13] to prove that every space-bounded 
deterministic TM can be made halting. 
Theorem 4.7. For every k-2DPDA (2DPDA(k)),  we can construct an equivalent 
k-2DPDA (2DPDA(k))  N which halts for all inputs. 
Proof. We illustrate the construction for k = 1. The generalization is straightforward. 
Let M be a 1-2DPDA. Given input x, consider the finite directed graph in which 
each node is a configuration (q, w, i) of M where q is a state of M, w is the content 
of the pushdown store and i (0<~ i~ < [xl+l  ) is the input head position. There is a 
directed edge from node (q, w, i) to node (q', w', i') if (q', w', i') can be reached 
from (q, w, i) in one move of M. Because M is deterministic, the component of this 
graph which contains the accepting configuration is a tree in which the root is the 
accepting configuration. To determine whether M accepts the input, a 1-2DPDA 
N performs a depth-first search of the tree starting from the accepting configuration 
to determine if the initial configuration is on the tree. N does this in such a way that: 
(1) on the same input, N has the same head position and the same pushdown 
store contents as M, 
(2) while visiting a new node, N simulates M backwards (thus, e.g. popping 
becomes pushing and vice-versa). Note that when simulating M backwards, several 
choices may occur. However, we can assume that they are ordered so that N can 
systematically simulate them one at a time when traversing the tree, 
(3) if a visited node has no more predecessors, then it is a leaf and N backtracks, 
(4) while backtracking, N simulates M forward. 
Thus M accepts if and only if N visits the node representing the initial configur- 
ation. Since there are only a finite number of nodes in the tree, N always halts in 
finite time. [] 
Corollary 4.8. Languages accepted by k-2DPDA's (2DPDA(k)'s) are closed under 
union, intersection and complementation. 
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Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 also hold when the pushdown store is replaced 
by a counter, i.e. the results hold for k-2DCA's (2DCA(k)'s). However, they do 
not seem to hold when the pushdown store is one-turn or finite-turn. The backtracking 
may cause N to make an unbounded number of pushdown turns even if M were 
finite-turn. It is an interesting open question whether the results could be shown to 
hold for finite-turn such devices. 
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